
Navia Robotics making a splash automating
floor cleaning in Senior Living Communities

Autonomous vacuuming robot vacuuming floors

without human interaction

Autonomous vacuuming robot operating

autonomously

Navia Robotics, a leading solutions

provider for service robots, is making

waves in senior living communities with

its cutting-edge cleaning robots.

DOWNEY, CA, UNITED STATES, April 22,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Navia

Robotics, a leading solutions provider

for service robots, is making waves in

senior living communities with its

cutting-edge autonomous cleaning

robots. These innovative machines are

being adopted by senior communities

across the country to enhance

cleanliness, improve efficiency, and

ensure the well-being of residents. 

The Cinderella Bots: A Solution to

Labor Challenges

As workforce shortages and staffing

salaries continue to pose challenges

for senior living operators, Navia

Robotics offers a solution that goes

beyond traditional cleaning methods.

Their robotic models work tirelessly,

24/7, without the need for breaks or

rest. Here’s how they’re transforming

senior communities:

Efficient Cleaning: Navia’s fleet of robotic floor cleaners includes robotic vacuums, autonomous

floor scrubbers and large format sweepers. These bots clean faster and more effectively than

manual labor, ensuring spotless floors and common areas.
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Autonomous vacuuming robot quietly vacuuming

hallways at night

Navia Robotics Logo

Navia Robotics Cleaning Robots

Reduced Risk of Injury: Unlike human

staff, robots don’t face the risk of injury

while performing cleaning tasks. This

not only ensures a safer environment

but also reduces the strain on existing

caregivers or outsourced cleaning

crews.

Noise Reduction: Navia’s robots are

designed to operate quietly, minimizing

disruptions for residents. Noise levels

are kept low so they can operate

around the clock without waking up

residents, allowing seniors to enjoy a

peaceful living environment.

Complementary to Human Interaction:

While technology plays a crucial role,

Navia Robotics emphasizes that it

doesn’t replace human interaction.

Instead, it complements caregivers’

efforts by freeing up their time for

more meaningful interactions with

residents.

Industry-Wide Impact

Navia Robotics’ success is part of a

broader trend in senior living. As the

industry grapples with staffing

shortages, technology-driven solutions

are becoming essential. Robots not

only maintain cleanliness but also

allow caregivers to focus on building

meaningful connections with

residents.

About Navia Robotics

Navia Robotics is a robotics

development company that possesses

vast expertise in both automation



hardware and software. With a deep understanding of the inefficiencies prevalent in the food

service and hospitality industry, both pre and during the COVID-19 pandemic, Navia Robotics

collaborated closely with numerous restaurants operating under diverse models and located in

different geographical areas and serving a variety of cuisines. This allowed them to meticulously

refine their service to support the market's needs.

For all inquiries and to join in on the dining experience of the future, please refer to the contact

below to get in touch with Navia Robotics.
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Navia Robotics
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